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1. (a) Arrange the following statements in a chronological order by writing number 1-5  

i. The oman soltancate greatly stimulated the expansion of trade in East Africa.  

ii. It introduced clove plantation  in Zanzibar. The major  impact of this was that he local 

African masses “ wahadimu” and Watumbatu” were virtually robbed of athe best arable 

land and turned into serfs and tenants  

iii. This was after Seyyid said had shifted his capital from Muscat to Zanzibar in 1840.  

iv. Effective Oman control in Africa was established during the second half of the 19th C.  

v. In this period, he was able to establish a more uniform political control along the coast 

by  appointing liwalis  to govern the city states on his behalf.  

  (b) Use letter A-E  

i. This allowed him to devote some of his time on other activities such as craft and trade 

ii. This was manced by the spread of agricultural arable land and reliable rainfall  

iii. By then the iron Age in East Africa had reached an advanced stage.  

iv. With better and moro durable iron tools, man’s capacity to produce beyond his immediate 

subsistence requirements increased.  

v. By about the 15th C, village communities had emerged invarious parts of East Africa  

 

(c) Use roman’s (i-v)  

i. Thus between Egypt and neighbors, wars over scarce became common  

ii. The production of surplus needed additional labour in order to assist families to cope 

with the increased amount of work  

iii. The collapse of communalism in Eqypt disses not only lead to the formation of the state 

but also to production of surplus products.  

iv. The most reliable source of the traditional labor force was war which provided captives 

who could be made to work for the captors   



v. At first, the war captures were either adopted or killed but with the demand for 

additional labour, they started being used as lives.  

(d) use- 1-5  

i. There the beers established the republic of south African and orange free state.  

ii. Boers developed ant- British sentiments  

iii. South Africa was firstly inhabited by Boers in 1652 under Jan van robeck.  

iv. The Boers came into clash with the British government in 1795.  

v. The Boers moved Noah wards  

(e) .  

i. Dr. David Livingstone opened up Africa to Britain through his fist and second 

journeys to Africa.  

ii. Sultan sayyid  shifted his capital from oman to Zanzibar during the second half of 19th 

C.  

iii. Captain Vasco Da Gama encouraged the Portuguese to exploit Africa after his 

voyage.  

iv. German kan peters signed a one- sided treaty with chief mangongo of movero  

v. Henry Morton Stanley found Dr. David Livingstone at Ujiji  to assure the British 

Empire its eye opener was still collecting data for imperialists.  

 

(f) Use number 1-5  

i. Furthermore the trade increased in size when in the 1770’s the French opened up 

plantations of sugar  in Mauritius and reunion.  

ii. However , the indigenous chiefs in the hintenand of  East Africa participated fully in 

the trade because it was their source of political and economic power.  

iii. At the beginning, slave trade was small in size, because the slave was taken to work 

as domestic slaves.  

iv. The coming of Seyyid  said to Zanzibar intensified the trade  

v. The clove and coconut economy in Zanzibar  mainly depended on the slave trade 

 

(g) Use letters. A-E  

i. It therefore becomes necessary to abolish slave trade.  

ii. It was not possible to make people produce raw materials within the areas and buy 

manufactures goods from Europe while slave trade and slavery were still going on.  



iii. While missionaries working as humanitarians labeled slave trade immoral to traders 

and capitalists at large, slave trade had proved unprofitable.  

iv. The agents of capitalism, traders and missionaries explorers were actively involved 

in the abolition movement giving different reasons for abolition.  

v. At this particular time, the abolitionists got support from European governments.  

 

 

2.  Briefly explain the following concepts  

a) Archival science  

b) Eunoto  

c) Obusoka  

d) Omulamuzi  

e) Mtemi  

f) Mnyampala  

g) Purko  

h) History  

i) Triangular slave trade 

j) Archeological sites  

3. In essay form describe six differences between triangular slave trade and Trans- sahara trade.  

4. Describe 6 stages of Evolution of man  

5. Show 6 characteristics of middle stone age  

6. Discuss 6 social and economic motives for the contact between African sand people rom 

middle Eat and far east.  

7. What were the motives behind the emergence and development  of Triangular salve trade? 

Write 7 poits.  

8. Describe 6 Economic impacts of historical sites .  

9. Expound any seven social – political importance of studying history.  

10. why British  was interested  to occupy the cape colony from the Dutch? Give 7 points.  



11. “The Boers trekked due to British reforms at the cape “ Justify this statement by giving out 7 

points.  

12. “Vasco Dar Gama was sent to find a sea route to india” with reference to this statement, 

explain 6 social movitives for the contact between Africa and the Portuguese in the 16th C.  

13. Describe 6 ways used to determine dates in history.  

14. Explain six factors for the collapse of waste Sudanic states.  

15. Discuss 6 characteristics of decentralized state in pre – colonial Africa societies  

16. Show the relationship between environment and different types of agriculture in pre –

colonial Africa societies  

17. Describe  major characteristics of late stone age 

18. Show how prep-  colonial Africa societies lived during primitive communalism (7 points)  

19. With reference tot eh forms of Feudal relationship that  existed in pre- colonial Africa 

societies, explain 7 dominant features of feudalism.  

20. Explain how people become slave in pre- colonial era (7 points)   

21. Why sultan Sayyid said shifted his capital from Muscat to Zanzibar? 7 Points.  

22. Discuss 5 impacts for the fall of Portuguese rule in East Africa.  

23. Explain six causes of Mfecane war in the history of south africa.  

24. Draw 6 stages of Evolution of man  

25. Show six impacts of economic interactin among the pre- colonial Africa societies  

26. Briefly explain how iron technology changed man’s  ways of life. 7 points 

27. Explain 7 factors for the collapse of Trans –Sahara trade.  

28. Why most of centralized state grew in areas with high rainfall? Give six reasons 

29. Explain 6 functions of Laibon in Maasai society.  



30. Why most of societies in arid and semi – arid region practised age –set system? Give four 

reasons.  

 




